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It's all new! When you first look at it, at
least, since the Jarltech Update remains
true to itself and its name after the relaunch. What it means for you: up-to-date
information about new products, markets,
trends and technologies which you are
already accustomed to – once a quarter,
with free delivery and with more pages
than before. This allows us to take an even
closer look at the innovations and developments, show successfully implemented
hardware up-close and point out attractive
business areas to you.
For example, here: starting now you benefit at Jarltech from the entire printer range
by Datamax-O’Neil by Honeywell. With
their broad offerings of printers, this brand
name with its long tradition has made an
excellent name for itself over the past 50
years. You will learn more, of course, here
in the Update.
Recently, I held one of the first editions of
the Update in my hands quite by chance –
the oldest is nearly five years old. I had the
feeling that I was holding a yellowed photo
album from yesteryear. Not just some of
the choice of graphics is questionable
from today's perspective: nearly every
product from back then is no longer available today in the same form – they have
long since been surpassed, presented
as an enhanced version, or have simply
been discontinued. Whereas a five-year
old child does not yet attend school, five
years in our sector is like an entire device
generation, if not two!
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And yet, some of the trends back then were
foreseeable: more robustness, more mobility, faster and more touch – those were the
best preconditions for a top seller back then,
like today. And also our maxims – everything
for your success – were top priority back
then, just like today. You can always be sure
that Jarltech supports you every step of the
way – with hardware, consultation and service. Put it to the test: save this copy of the
Update and five years from now leaf through
it again. You will be amazed, I promise!
With kind regards,
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Join the Conversation!
Stay in touch with us and visit us today
on Facebook and Twitter. Learn about insights in our company, latest product news
and much more as a FAN on Facebook or
FOLLOW US on Twitter!

To find out more visit www.epson.eu
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Meet your customers’ expectations with a portable POS printer from Epson
From processing sales on the shop floor to taking payments at the table, deliver an enhanced customer
experience with receipt, barcode and label printing with Epson’s reliable and robust portable POS printers.
Print receipts at the roadside or create labels on the warehouse floor using the TM-P20, TM-P60II Receipt/
Peeler or TM-P80 printers, with features including direct printing from web browsers on tablets and mobile
devices. With an industry-leading operational battery life of up to 46 hours in BT mode and 16 hours with
Wi-Fi on, they’re ideal for queue busting, order taking and shelf-edge labelling, giving staff the flexibility to
interact with customers in new ways.
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MARKET NEWS
67% DEMO DISCOUNT ON THE NEW
ZEBRA ZQ500 MOBILE PRINTERS

BUY MORE, SAVE MORE!

Act now and, as a Zebra partner, secure
a 67% reseller discount3) on demo units
from the new Zebra ZQ500 Series. This
offer applies to the purchase of one
model of the ZQ510 and one model of
the ZQ520 mobile printers per customer.
The ZQ500 Series is the direct successor to the successful RW Series. These
models are more robust than previously
available mobile printers and are certified according to IP54 and MIL-STD810G protection standards. Take advantage of the opportunity to convince both
yourself and your customers.

Honeywell started their 2015 Super Scanner Promotion which will help you with
realising small and medium-sized projects. You might also just stock up on discounted top-selling scanners. Do not miss
this opportunity to increase your margin
and offer your customers special prices
yourself!
Simply purchase at least 5, 50 or 100 of
the selected units of a scanner family and
receive a bigger discount per unit in each
tier!1) Honeywell's Super Scanner Promotion applies to selected top sellers: With
the Voyager 1200g, 1202g, 1400g, 1450g,
1452g, Hyperion 1300g and Granit 191xi
families, you can rest assured to make a
profitable choice.

NEW EPSON TABLET
PRINT SOLUTION TM-M30

		

honeywell.jarltech.com

zebra.jarltech.com

The new TM-m30 from Epson is a particularly compact POS printer with an
elegant design. It is the right choice
for a flexible tablet POS and impresses
with high-quality greyscale print results
– even on logos,
graphics and
barcodes.

NEW EPSON TM-P80 VARIANT
WITH AN AUTO CUTTER

With the TM-P80AC, Epson presents a
new variant of the portable printer, the
TM-P80. The TM-P80AC features an
integrated auto cutter for the clean partial cutting of sales slips and receipts.
Like the basic version, the new model is
available as either a Bluetooth or WLAN
variant. Otherwise, their specifications
are identical.

For simple pairing and fast near-field
data exchange with mobile devices,
the TM-M30 features an integrated
NFC module. Ethernet and either Bluetooth or Wi-Fi ensure for simple integration. Thanks to Epson's ePOS Print,
it receives print commands wirelessly
and independent of the driver, from
every mobile device. For its physical
placement you have your choice: opt
for either tabletop or wall mounting,
depending on the environment. Optionally available are a customer display, a
tablet stand and a wall attachment.

THE ENHANCED EVOLIS
PRIMACY CARD PRINTER
IS NOW EVEN MORE VERSATILE

epson.jarltech.com

evolis.jarltech.com

Evolis has made its top-seller even better. You now receive the Primacy card
printer with additional features for even
more efficiency, as well as in more variants. Among the new features are a
brand new, free-of-charge Software
Development Kit (SDK) for even simpler
integration, more RAM, optionally higher
print resolutions for even more precise
print results, a UHF encoding option, a
model with an open output tray for selfservice solutions and much more.

IMPRINT

THE INDUSTRY UNIVERSE –
PRINTED JUST FOR YOU

HERON HD3130 –
FIVE FOR THE PRICE OF FOUR

NEW BONUS PROGRAM:
DATALOGIC IS HANDING
OUT THE PRESENTS

elo.jarltech.com

1) Offer valid until 31 December 2015 on selected products with minimum order quantities; applies to standard reseller prices; cannot be combined with other promotions,
project prices or other price exceptions. 2) Offer valid until 31 December 2015 for resellers in the EMEA region (except Italy), discount off the list price, cannot be combined with other promotions, project prices or other price exceptions, for resellers only. 3) Offer valid until 30 October 2015, only for registered Zebra partners, once per
customer and per model, discount off the list price.
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Since 2015 our European central
warehouse is running on 24-hour operation. With an eye on the constantly increasing number of orders this was the obvious next step to be taken. And with it,
of course, the number of deliveries from
our vendors to our goods receipt department increases almost on a daily basis
– a logi(sti)cal side effect of the growing
number of incoming orders. With our
24-hour operation in place we are sure
that we may continue to provide you with
the delivery speed and low error rate to
which you are already accustomed from
Jarltech. Ultimately, you are the driver for
our high-performance motivation.
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Elo combines the elegant slim widescreen look of modern monitors with
housing for daily business use in the
new touchmonitor M Series. The series
currently contains 2 monitors, a 15"
touchscreen (1502L) for POS applications, as well as a 10" monitor (1002L),
ideally suited as a customer display.
Both monitors feature intuitive PCAP
10-point touch technology, are affordable and energy-efficient.
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For more information visit
www.datalogic-loyalty-league.com

Starting now, loyalty to Datalogic
will be rewarded even more. Upon
the purchase of selected Datalogic products you will now receive
points which you may exchange for
attractive premiums in the Datalogic premium shop. You have your
choice from nearly 150 brands
spread across 25 categories.

TWICE THE
TOUCH AT THE POS

JARLTE

datalogic.jarltech.com
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Get Datalogic's new flagship product,
the Heron HD3130, now at a reduced
bundle price until 31 December 2015.
For every bundle of five units, you pay
only for four! In short: you save 56 % off
the list price, plus the number of bundles per order is not limited.2)

O R

For a limited time only, you as a reseller
receive the newest wireless QuickScan
models, the QM21XX and QBT21XX, at
a 55 % discount! 2) This offer applies to
all models in the series. You may also
purchase larger quantities of many of
the variants directly from stock at Jarltech. Take advantage of this one-time
special offer and increase your profit,
not to mention make your customers an
offer they simply cannot refuse.

Y•+•F

TOP-PRICED
MOBILE QUICKSCAN VARIANTS

Publisher:
Jarltech Europe GmbH
Raiffeisenstr. 5-7, 61250 Usingen · Germany
Tel. +49 (0) 6081 600-0
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The Jarltech main catalogue 2015/2016
is here! Inside: nearly the entire portfolio
of hardware for POS, Auto-ID and printing available at Jarltech. Get your personal copy – it will never be as up-todate as it is right now… Simply contact
your customer service
representative!
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TITLE: ET50/ET55 TABLETS

TWO WHO MEAN BUSINESS:
ET50 AND ET55

Two different display sizes, the choice in the future between Windows and Android (Q1
2016), depending on the need only WLAN (ET50) or also WAN (ET55), an abundance of
practical accessories, such as barcode imagers, spare batteries, holders and a particularly robust protective frame – things which you normally only find on devices built for
daily outdoor usage. This allows you to react flexibly to your customers’ requirements, as
well as ensures for more profit at the same time.
YOUR CHANCE, IF CUSTOMERS…

CONSUMER STYLE
ON THE OUTSIDE,
A REAL BUSINESS
DEVICE ON THE INSIDE

”

You take powerful hardware, combined
with two trends, and the end result is a
successful model. What sounds simple
is in reality a bit more complex, since
the trend alone does not guarantee
success. With the new ET50/ET55 tablet PCs, Zebra has developed a series
designed for success – for you as well!

WITH THE ET50 AND
ET55, ZEBRA MAKES
THE TABLET PC
BUSINESS-CAPABLE.“
6

For years now the trend towards more
mobility has continued without interruption, in both consumer electronics and
the business world. A growing number
of mobile workers have created the need
for additional mobile computers: handhelds, smartphones and tablets also hold
the business world fast in their grasp. The
second trend is the development towards
more flexibility. Customers today expect

www.jarltech.com

tailor-made solutions and hardware which
does exactly what they need. No more, and
certainly no less.

IT'S MOBILE, IT'S FLEXIBLE
AND THEREFORE JUST RIGHT
What does that have to do with the selection of a tablet for demanding business
applications? Because of their attractive
design, consumer products have probably also enticed some of your customers.
Zebra combines consumer design with
business standards in the ET50 and ET55.
The advantages are obvious: significantly
increased robustness and performance
compared to consumer devices, yet a
considerable lower price tag compared to
ultra-rugged tablets.

… are looking for a reliable and robust tablet solution for business purposes
… expect more functions than standard hardware offers (barcode imagers,
exchangeable batteries during operation, etc.)
… require flexible mounting and docking options for cars, forklifts, etc.
... need hardware that allows flexible input and output such as customer service
or retail representatives etc.

• Capacitive 10-point multi-touch 		
screen with an 8.3" or 10.1"
screen size
• Windows 8.1 or Android Lollipop 		
(starting Q1 2016)
• Dual-band WLAN, WAN (ET55), 		
Bluetooth, NFC
• Front and rear cameras
• Quad Core processor with 2.4 GHz,
4 GB RAM, 64 GB Flash
• IP65-certified, also MIL-STD-810G
(impact-resistant up to 1.8 m) with
a frame option

LET YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE MAKE YOU A PERSONAL QUOTATION TODAY – SIMPLY CALL!

SALESPOWER3

Reward yourself for what you do best: selling! With Zebra’s premium programme, SalesPower3, you first collect points and then rewards. Learn more
from your sales representative – call today! www.zebrasalespower3.com

YOU + ZEBRA = SALESPOWER3

NOW WITH THE LATEST ANDROID

MC40

TC55

TC75

MC9200

When it comes to the operating
system, Zebra gives you and
your customers the choice
more and more. Several mobile top-sellers are now available with the latest version of
Android 4.4.2 (KitKat).
Zebra’s Mobility Extensions (Mx)
turns the consumer operating system Android into a mature and featurerich business interface. Also offer your
custo-mers the new variants now!

OFFER THE NEW VARIANTS TO YOUR CUSTOMERS NOW!

www.jarltech.com
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MOBILE TECHNOLOGIES: HANDHELD

TOP OFFERS
LABEL PRINTERS WITH AN ADDED VALUE

THE NAKED FACTS
Display			
4.7’' multi-touch display,
also operable when
wearing gloves
Ruggedness		
Drop-resistant up to
1.5 m; IP67 rating
Air time		
Up to 12 hours
Software		
Windows Embedded 8.1
Handheld (upgradeable
to Windows 10)		
Android 4.4 (upgradeable
to Android M)
Data capture		
8 megapixel auto-focus
camera, high-end 2D
barcode imager
Connection options
LTE, CDMA, 802.11 a/b/
g/n/ac, Bluetooth 4.0,
NFC, dual SIM
Optional accessories
Vehicle mount, pistol grip,
multi-slot charging station, etc.

8

WHEN EVERYTHING SUDDENLY
FITS INTO ONE HAND:
DOLPHIN CT50
As a matter of course, around 1.6 billion people
worldwide reach for their smartphones today and
every day. They use them to make phone calls,
take pictures, surf, check mail – and a thousand
other things, thanks to an endless number of
apps. The smartphone principle has long since
become standard in the business world, and the
first generation of devices offering robustness
and a smart form has already been overtaken.
Make way for the new Dolphin CT50. Phrased
differently, Honeywell’s Dolphin 70e Black has
made the idea of a completely connected, robust
mobile computer with a smartphone shape a
reality: the Dolphin CT50 has breathed life into it.
Dolphin CT50 – that stands for access to real-time
data and the foresighted choice between Windows and Android (upgradeable to Windows 10
and Android M). The Dolphin CT50 is Honeywell’s
first LTE-capable device in this category, and one
look at what it offers will have you raising your
eyebrows: a 4.7" touch display, IP67 protection,
1.5 m drop test, 8 megapixel camera, 2D imager
with targeting laser, Quad Core processor, 2 GB
RAM, LTE/GSM, CDMA, 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac, Bluetooth Low Energy 4.0, NFC, Dual SIM. And all of
this in an elegant smartphone housing.

www.jarltech.com

Metapace L-22D

Metapace L-42DT

• Compact direct thermal label printer in a
complete package

• Highly flexible all-rounder for the desktop
• Extremely fast printing, with up

• Print speed: 152 mm/sec.

to 178 mm/sec.

FOR WHOM IS THE DOLPHIN CT50 INTERESTING?
The CT50 is ideal for those of your customers
• who want to upgrade to the newest hardware
generation.
• who wish to flexibly choose between Windows
and Android.
• whose mobile workforce relies on real-time
data and requires a device that meets all the
requirements and does justice to both in front
of the scenes, thus in direct contact with
customers, as well as behind the scenes.
• who place importance on a stylish, highly 		
functional tool and low training requirements.
• whose work area demands a particularly
powerful scan engine.
For more information contact your Jarltech
sales representative now – simply call!

Metapace L-42D

Metapace L-42T

• Direct thermal label printer for high throughput

• Thermal transfer printer for professional label applications

• Max speed: 178 mm/sec. at 203 dpi

• Particularly large ribbon supply (up to 300 m)

Offer valid until 15 November 2015 while supplies last,
and cannot be combined with other special offers.

All offers are for resellers only, are non-binding and subject to correction.
Prices exclude VAT, images are similar, errors and misprints excepted.

www.jarltech.com
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MOBILE TECHNOLOGIES: TABLETS

SLIM, LIGHTWEIGHT, FULLY RUGGED

From top to bottom, a Getac product is built to survive: the F110
offers protection against drops, impacts, splash water, vibration,
dust, liquids and more, according to IP65, MIL-STD-810G and
MIL-STD-461F. And despite this, it is slim and lightweight
(just 1.39 kg).

”

HARDWARE FROM
GETAC DOES NOT KNOW
WHAT BAD WEATHER IS“
OPTIMAL CONNECTIVITY

PERFORMANCE ON DEMAND

The newest 5th generation Intel Core i5 vPro processors and
standard 4 GB RAM ensure for superb speed. The integrated
Intel HD Graphics 5500 guarantees unparalleled responsiveness
for 2D and 3D graphics.

The F110 is configurable with WWAN and, with the
standard integrated 802.11ac WLAN module, it is up to three
times faster than the widespread n-standard. The dedicated GPS
inside the F110 ensures for fast and precise location.

BETTER, BRIGHTER, MORE POWERFUL: LUMIBOND 2.0

Moisture, gloves, touch pen, fingers – it all makes no difference to
the optional 11.6'' HD touch display. Getac's LumiBond 2.0 technology ensures for improved reliability, greater contrast
and brilliant presentation, plus the certainty
that you have fully-functional hardware
under any circumstances.

WHERE PERFORMANCE
AND MOBILITY COLLIDE
Enjoy top performance, even outdoors and on-the-go, with the
ultra-robust Getac Tablet F110. The tablet PC is more than a simple tool outside of the office; it is powerful enough to be the office.
The newest model features a powerful 5th generation Intel Core
i5/i7 processor, Windows 7 or 8, enhanced graphics and LumiBond 2.0 technology for optimal touch properties, even when wet
or when wearing gloves. Let it rain, snow or be cold – Getac hardware does not know the meaning of bad weather.

10

Offer your customers the newest outdoor hardware for unconditional operation. The F110 tablet PC is particularly interesting for
energy providers, service technicians, for outdoor maintenance
work, at the airfield, in the industry, at construction sites and in
the military. Wherever you introduce the F110, be sure of this: your
customers will not give it back. Practical accessories, such as a
vehicle mount and office dock, make it easier for your customers
and maximize your profit.

www.jarltech.com

GUARANTEED SECURITY

In case the F110 should actually break,
rest assured: a standard 3-year warranty with
mail-in service protects your customers' investment. Warranty extensions and services ensure for
additional security.

UNLIMITED ENERGY

Not one but two hot swapping-capable rechargeable batteries
theoretically offer unlimited, uninterrupted working time: simply
remove one of the batteries from the rear of the device during
operation and replace it with a fully charged one – done! Even
without exchanging them, both batteries last up to 12 hours.

ORDER THE F110 TABLET PC DIRECTLY WITH YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE – SIMPLY CALL NOW!

www.jarltech.com
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MOBILE TECHNOLOGIES: GLOBAL TRACKING

The global supply chain is a complex structure, and smooth processes are dependent
upon many factors. Therefore, one of the
most important resources is time, since predictable, punctual deliveries are a must.

Keep in mind: the longer the route, the greater the danger of a delay. Critical points
here are the mobile communications for
international transports in remote areas, as
well as the increasing risk of theft.

Inmarsat
Communication
Satellites

GPS Satellites

€ 210,869

ViewPoint

average value of lost cargo
due to theft

WIN OVER
CUSTOMERS
WITH SECURITY

Delivery
Status

SIMPLE SOLUTIONS
WITH VIEWPOINT
Global Tracking
Gateway Application
Server

€ 8.2 billion
annual costs for companies
due to the loss of vehicles
and cargo (EMEA, estimated)

When the question arises how your customers guarantee the security of
vehicles and cargo, you should say a word in the future. Better make it two:
Global Tracking. The satellite-based tracking systems from Honeywell are
lucrative for you for many reasons: profit margins of up to 50%, recurring
income and high customer retention, easy-to-integrate hardware and
extremely powerful software for tracking and mapping applications.

Internet

Mobile Users

TAM-242

MORE SECURITY, LESS LOSS
The average value of lost cargo amounted to approximately 210,000 euros in the
first quarter of 2014 (EMEA). According
to recent estimations, the loss of vehicles
and cargo costs the affected companies
a total of more than 8 billion euros – with
an upward trend. The number of hijacked
trucks in EMEA in 2013 increased by more
than 100% compared to the previous year.

WHAT, HOW, WHO? AN OVERVIEW
What your customers receive with the
Global Tracking systems is the reliable
tracking of vehicles and mobile assets in

nearly every corner of the world – absolutely flexibly and with up to 100% calculable costs. This also means: when
communicating there is no longer dependency on mobile service networks
when traveling in remote regions and
when crossing national (and network)
borders. The satellite-based tracking is
not only lucrative for logistics and transportation companies, and not just in crisis regions, remote deserts and mountainous areas; it explicitly also applies in
urban and rural Central European areas,
and for numerous other users: shipping
companies and ship owners, taxi and bus
companies, transport companies, NGOs,
GOs and much more.

Inmarsat
Land station

Operations Center

NEW

SAT-401

When it comes to money, the safety of the
drivers, vehicles and assets, your customers will certainly pay closer attention.
The same applies to "simple solutions".
ViewPoint is Honeywell's scalable software control center, and it provides users an overview of the movement of all
mobile senders via the Internet – securely
and localised. No matter if your customers have one or a thousand mobile objects
to be monitored, Honeywell's ViewPoint is
the right tool for the job. ViewPoint is able
to calculate routes, define secure zones,
communicate with single clients, offers
interactive maps and numerous filter functions for displaying according to region,
activity status, etc. In short, it is everything
you need to increase security and productivity on a daily basis.

TAM-412

HARDWARE, SOFTWARE, DATA VOLUMES

You purchase the hardware, any number
of software licenses, as well as a variable
data volume for satellite-based communication. The satellite trackers are simply
mounted to the vehicle, truck container
or the mobile assets. The devices then
send short messages via satellite to the
central receiving point at predetermined
intervals – when the trackers pass a certain waypoint, deviate from the intended
route, are moved without authorization,
etc. This is all done in intervals ranging
between 2 minutes and 24 hours. This
way, you achieve more security thanks to
approximate real-time surveillance.

HONEYWELL GLOBAL TRACKING – PERFECT WHEN YOUR CUSTOMERS …
• transport goods transnationally and through regions with insufficient mobile network coverage.
• wish to protect valuable goods and vehicles from theft and hijacking.
• want to increase the security of their transportation fleets.
• wish to make the supply chain more transparent.
• want to achieve more profitability and efficiency for delivery processes.

ORDER YOUR HONEYWELL GLOBAL TRACKING HARDWARE NOW
AT JARLTECH, DIRECT FROM STOCK – SIMPLY CALL TODAY!

12
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PRINTING SYSTEMS: INTRODUCTION

E-CLASS MK3

MP-SERIES/COMPACT MOBILE

NEW AT JARLTECH:
DATAMAX-O'NEIL BY HONEYWELL

UNIQUELY COMPACT LABEL PRINTERS
FOR USAGE ON FORKLIFTS

DESKTOP PRINTERS WITH A BATTERY
UNIT FOR MOBILE APPLICATIONS

� Direct connection: integrated 24/48-volt power supply
� Vibration-resistant metal housing
� Standard LAN connection

� For retail, events, ticketing, healthcare
� High operational flexibility
� Prints up to 1,000 transport labels per day

I-CLASS
INDUSTRIAL LABEL PRINTERS
WITH EXTREMELY DEPENDABLE
METAL CONSTRUCTION

� Longer lasting print head
With Datamax-O’Neil by Honeywell, you recently started receiving printers of yet another premium vendor directly from
Jarltech! Since the takeover, Honeywell has been making an
even greater impression. To start things off, Jarltech presents
to you the portfolio highlights.

for low operating costs

NUMBERS, PLEASE!

� Automatic printer language

Datamax-O'Neil by Honeywell has a long tradition of more than
50 years of experience. During this time the company installed
more than 1,000,000 (that’s right, one million!) printers worldwide. The spectrum of its printers is enormous: portable label
and receipt printers, desktop models, mid-range and industrial
printers and high-performance print machines. High functionality and robust housing – so that the printers from DatamaxO'Neil by Honeywell satisfy every requirement, even in the tough
industrial environment.

� On-site retroffitable options,

H-8308P
HIGH PERFORMANCE A4 PRINTER FOR
24-HOUR CONTINUOUS OPERATION

� Operable with Linux,
SAP, IBM and more

� Colour touch display for
simple handling

numerous interfaces

� Modular expansion options

RL-SERIES
PRINTPAD
PORTABLE PRINTING STATION WITH
CHARGER FOR MOBILE COMPUTERS

� Carry one device, use two
� Integrated 4'' label printer
� Supports Honeywell 99EX, CN3/4e, CN70
www.jarltech.com

installed printers
in the past 50
years

recognition

Are you ready for the second million? We are: order nearly
all the top models from Jarltech direct from stock!
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1,000,000

EXTREMELY ROBUST PORTABLE
PRINTERS FOR LABELS UP TO 105 MM WIDE

� With USB, RS232, as well as WLAN or Bluetooth
� 2-year standard warranty
� Operable down to -20° C in cold storage
Discover the complete portfolio on www.jarltech.com and
contact your sales representative for a non-binding offer –
call now!

www.jarltech.com
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PRINTING SYSTEMS: COLOUR LABELS

PRINTING SYSTEMS: CONSUMABLES

PRODUCE HIGH-QUALITY COLOUR
LABELS YOURSELF, QUICKLY
AND ON DEMAND

COLORWORKS C3400

Affordable market-entry
colour inkjet printer

THE PACKS AT A GLANCE:

MAKE THINGS EASIER
FOR YOU – WITH
CITIZEN!

Do your customers need and use colour labels
for shipping, product or product packaging, durable laboratory labels, price tags, event tickets,
GHS dangerous goods labels, or easily recognisable security notices for machines and facilities?
If so, then how about this: You show your customers the advantages of printing colour labels
and tickets themselves in the future. We show
you what you get out of it.
The ColorWorks full-colour printers are the ideal
alternative to monochrome direct thermal and
thermal transfer printers: you produce high-quality inkjet labels, price tags, product labels and
tickets. Thanks to the needs-based, in-house
printing of labels, your customers gain flexibility
and save both time and money! A new era is beginning with the newest model, the ColorWorks
C7500.

DOC PACK

For the marking of documents,
file folders and small boxes, as
well as for address labels.

BOX PACK

For marking large boxes and
crates, as well as for shipping
and address labels.

PALLET PACK

For GS1 and ODETTE labels, as
well as for pallet, shipping crate
and bulk goods labelling.

SHELF PACK

For the marking of storage racks
and shelves with special reflective
labels for the largest possible
scanning distance.
■
■
■
■
■
■

INVENT PACK

Extremely high-quality CMYK
industrial printing
Rapid speed with up to 300 mm/sec.
Simple SAP connection for smooth processes
High-performing Epson Precision Core print
head with very high durability
Special version available for shiny media 		
(C7500G)
Compatible with ESC/Label and ZPLII

For the permanent marking of
devices and fixed assets for
inventory.

SECURE PACK

For the permanent marking of
goods with labels which, for safety
reasons, cannot be entirely peeled
off and applied to another spot.

CHEM PACK

COLORWORKS C3500

For the durable labelling of packages with chemical substances.

Versatile inkjet printer with
four colour cartridges

”

THE IDEAL ALTERNATIVE
TO MONOCHROME
THERMAL PRINTERS.“

COLORWORKS C831

Industrial colour label printer
with a tractor feeder

LET YOUR CUSTOMER SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE ADVISE YOU – SIMPLY CALL TODAY!
THE ADVANTAGES FOR YOUR CUSTOMERS:
■
■
■

Needs-oriented printing without any excess
No need for warehouse space for pre-printed labels
Extremely long-lasting prints thanks to light-,
water- and chemical-resistant pigment ink

You sold a Citizen label printer, ideally
several at once, but you are still asking
yourself the question: which of the many
available original media are best suited
for these printers, and also the planned
applications?
Starting now, Citizen is taking a new approach to this challenge. Make your job easier in the future with specially compiled kits
containing labels and ribbons for specific
industries and areas of application. With
these ready-to-use kits you save time when
selecting the corresponding media and ribbons. At the same time you and your customers remain confident that everything fits
and is precisely matched to both the printer
and the application. Incompatible media
becomes a thing of the past.

When making your selection you benefit
from the decades of experience that Citizen
has in label printing. Be assured that you
are receiving proven media for optimal print
results. You will find all the details about the
media properties in the corresponding data
sheet. Additionally, the recommended label
printer is listed with every pack, so that you
always remain on the safe side when making
your selection.
Your Jarltech sales representative will
gladly assist you with your selection
of the right printer for your needs, plus
the corresponding media. Simply call!

RATING PACK

For the creation of information
plates, circuit diagrams, informational and production labels.

PCB PACK

For the marking of labels applied
directly to PC boards and electronic components.

CABLE PACK

For the clear marking of cables
and cable harnesses.

GARDEN PACK

For the labelling of plants in
garden centers, floral shops
and botanical gardens.

YOUR ADVANTAGES:

Numerous areas of application thanks to
large media versatility
■ Ink cartridges and labels are an
attractive additional business
■ Excited customers in the industry,
logistics, retail, healthcare and more
■

16
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PRINTING SYSTEMS: CARD PRINTING

PERSONALISED CARDS FOR NUMEROUS APPLICATIONS
Use the high quality of Evolis products to your advantage and bring your customers to the point
that they print high-quality plastic cards themselves, on demand – independently and directly
where they are needed. The areas of application for card printers are vast, and each sector is a
sales market for you. Start with your regular customers:
Companies
• Employee badges
• Encoded access cards for secure areas
• Cards for time capture
Retail
• Gift certificates
• Customer cards for bonus and
loyalty systems
• Rewritable price tags

DISCOVER NEW MARKETS:
WITH CARD PRINTERS
FROM THE MARKET LEADER

Education
• Student ID cards
• University ID cards
• Multi-functional cards for copy machines,
cafeterias, libraries, etc.
Sport & Leisure
• Membership cards for fitness centers, clubs, etc.
• Entrance cards for theme parks,
natural preserves, museums
• Money cards for swimming pools and discos

INDIVIDUALLY PRINTED, ENCODED AND SECURED
Evolis – what started off in 2000 with five people has developed
into the market leader in plastic card printers within 15 years.
Nearly 300 experts around the world are currently working on the
Evolis success story. The mission: offer individually created plastic cards for everyone – affordably. The result: more than 320,000
card printers installed worldwide! The company also markets a
full line of products and services for identifying people and goods:
software, accessories, signature pads and support.

PERSONALISE PLASTIC CARDS EASILY AND SECURELY

From a market-entry model for less than 500 cards per year, up to
a retransfer print machine for more than 30,000 cards per year –
the portfolio comprises not only high-end printers, but also shines
when it comes to high quality; and is flexible enough to offer custom-fit solutions to every one of your customers. Individual printing, professional encoding options and security features ensure
for optimal results every time.

Events
• Beverage and meal cards
• Name tags for guests and staff
• Subscription cards for the theater, opera, etc.
Transportation
• Personalised weekly, monthly,
annual cards for bus, tram and train
Healthcare
• Insurance cards
• Name tags for staff members
• Access cards for laboratories

PRODUCT PORTFOLIO – THE HIGHLIGHTS:

Signature pads

320,000

Banks and Credit Institutions
• Bank cards
• Cash cards

BADGY200

PRIMACY

AVANSIA

The beginner: affordable,
compact, user-friendly

The all-rounder: fast,
high quality, versatile

The high resolution printer:
industrial, durable, secure

• Ideal for single cards and
small series
• Single-sided full-colour
or monochrome printing

• Single and double-sided printing
• Very fast: up to 225 cards/hour
(full-colour)

• Long-lasting retransfer printing
up to the edge
• Excellent print quality
with 600 dpi

18
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With original Evolis consumables, software and
accessories you additionally increase your profit
with every order.

installed card
printers since
2000

Public Sector
• Identification documents and driver’s
licenses (varies by region)
• Service cards for energy providers
• Library cards

Software

Consumables

Diverse accessories

Discover the entire Evolis portfolio, case studies and more
on evolis.jarltech.com. Contact your sales representative for
supplemental information – call now!

www.jarltech.com
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PRINTING SYSTEMS: LABEL PRINTING

SELL BRAND NAME QUALITY
AT A BARGAIN
PRICE

THERMAL PRINTING THAT FITS THE
BUDGET? THE PC42T IS THE ANSWER!
Thanks to its attractive technical data (see below) you use the
PC42t in a wide variety of sectors. This includes label printing for
product, parts and component marking during the manufacturing process, as well as for the labelling of goods and shelves in
retail. Even for shipping and logistics labels in warehousing, or for
the efficient labelling of medication, packaging and substances in
pharmacies, utilise the PC42t without hesitation.

Above all it is about the price – an extremely low one at that. It is a
genuine Honeywell printer after all. The PC42t is the brand name
printer for all customers whose budget requirements you have
not yet achieved. Its price tells your customers: you do not pay for
unnecessary features, but rather, only for exactly what you need
– a reliable label printer. In addition, secure the free-of-charge
warranty extension to three sensational years!

PRODUCTION

RETAIL

WAREHOUSING/T&L

PHARMACIES

THE PC42T HAS A LOT TO OFFER:

Simple connection
via USB, Ethernet
RS232 or parallel

20

Print speed:
100 mm/sec.
at 203 dpi

Media width
up to 110 mm

Space for
ribbons up to
300 m long

www.jarltech.com

Supports
all common
printer
languages

Free warranty
extension to
3 years

www.jarltech.com
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HEALTHCARE: CASE STUDY

Healthcare Visibility, 
Redefined.

TIME TRACKING SOLUTION FOR ACUTE MYOCARDIAL INFARCTION

WHEN TIME-TO-TREATMENT
IS MOST CRITICAL

POWERED BY

The Zebra Time Tracking Solution for Acute Myocardial Infarction (AMI) Patients is designed to
provide the greatest value in emergency patient
care where Time-To-Treatment is most critical.
■ The Solution provides automatic time recording and real-time visibility into the time consumed on the AMI patients in treatment.

HOW DOES OUR SOLUTION WORK?
After a simple installation of the tablets in the
hospital, you receive the wristbands and can
start tracking patient time with a solution
that is real-time, accurate and non-invasive.
1 | PATIENT RECEIVES
BLUETOOTH WRISTBAND
The wristband contains a Bluetooth
sensor and is put on as soon as a
diagnosis is made.

■ The solution can also be used in other timecritical emergency care, including Door-To-Needle (DTN) for tracking the time in response to
acute ischemic stroke, as well as for any Emergency Department patient.

2 | TIME STARTS AT
HOSPITAL ENTRANCE
Because of the Bluetooth wristband,
each Door-To-Balloon time truly
starts at the door.

■ Hospitals can get started with the user-friendly
solution very quickly as it installs in days without
IT support and does not require significant training of staff.
■ The solution is powered by its Internet of Things
platform Zatar, Bluetooth Smart wristbands and
digital display devices installed en-route from
the hospital door to the catherization lab.
In August 2015, the Cardiology Department of
a leading European hospital completed a 6month, 100-patient pilot review of the Zebra Time
Tracking Solution and the solution has now
moved into commercialization phase for all AMI
patients.

From on-demand wristband printing to pay-as-you-grow

3 | MOUNTED TABLETS
RECORD THE TIMES
The tablets automatically and
accurately register patient time
to a fraction of a second.

wireless LAN solutions; from ultra-low temperature labeling

4 | HOSPITAL STAFF GET
REAL-TIME FEEDBACK
The tablets turn green, orange or
red, indicating the patient time
performance to the staff.

to help you deliver the best possible healthcare solutions in

5 | DASHBOARD OVERVIEW
SHOWS STATISTICS
The dashboard shows overall
performance as well as
current patient detections.

management systems, track patient progress, and improve

to remote patient monitoring technologies… Zebra have a
complete portfolio of products and services, all designed

the most productive manner.
Follow the Zebra to find out more about how to automate

overall responsiveness.

zebra.com/gb/en/solutions/healthcare-solutions.html
22
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HEALTHCARE: 2D BARCODES

COUNTERFEIT MEDICATION & THE
FALSIFIED MEDICINES DIRECTIVE

MEMOR X-3

allowing suspect foreign pharmacies to advertise to US customers using its AdWords service.
In 2013 the courier firm, UPS forfeited $40m to
the federal government because they had been
delivering drugs without prescriptions.
The increasing risk to public health and safety
drove the European Commission’s Directorate
for public health and risk assessment to act.
They issued Directive 2011/62/EU in 2011 in an
effort to secure the legal supply chain of falsified
medical products.
The fight against counterfeit medication intensifies with measures taken to prevent trafficking of "fake meds" using technology
The phenomenon of falsifying medication has
reached an alarming level in the European Union.
Counterfeit medications reach patients not only
through networks of illegal distribution, but are
also introduced into the legal chain of procurement. Both methods constitute a serious threat
to public health.

FOR EVERY 1000 US
DOLLARS INVESTED, A
CRIMINAL MAY OBTAIN:
• $20,000 from
illegal drug dealing
• $43,000 from
cigarette dealing
• $500,000 from fake
medicine dealing
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The problem of counterfeit drugs is known to
exist in both developed and developing countries. Up to 30% of medicines in developing
countries are fake. Fueled by easy internet sales,
global supply routes, and minimal punishments,
counterfeit prescription drugs have become an
exploding industry. This dangerous industry
has an estimated market worth of $75 billion a
year worldwide. The World Health Organization
(WHO) estimates that between 1 % and 10% of
drugs sold around the world are counterfeits. This
number can be as high as 50% in some countries.

www.jarltech.com

As an example, according to the World Health
Organization, 200,000 people a year die due to
ineffective, fake, and substandard malaria drugs
that don’t clear their systems of the parasite.
These pills often contain small amounts of the
active ingredient, enough to abate some symptoms but not cure the disease. The reduced efficacy exacerbates healthcare problems by contributing to the development of drug-resistant
strains of malaria. Decades of fighting malaria
could be put at risk due to fake medications on
the market.
Criminals trafficking "fake meds" can make
as much as ten times more in profits than
those trafficking illicit drugs.
Third parties can be impacted and held responsible for participating in or facilitating the sale
of fake medications. In 2011, Google reached a
$500m settlement with the US Government after

The Directive also introduces the use of 2D bar
codes on medicine packages. These codes include a randomised serial number, product
number, batch number and expiration date.
Pharmacists reading the bar code can identify
fake meds, know about genuine materials that
are recalled, and prevent expired medications
from being dispensed. This check authenticates
medication at the Point of Dispense in Retail
Pharmacies and hospitals.

To help in the fight against fake meds, Datalogic
offers a wide range of handheld scanners and
mobile computers for use in pharmacies and
hospitals to read the 2D codes placed on
the packages. Easy, fast and efficient scanning at the Point of Dispense can be obtained
by using compact, light and robust devices
such as the Memor X3 mobile computer or the
ergonomic Lynx PDA. Datalogic’s general purpose scanner, the Gryphon imager, is designed
specifically for healthcare with DisinfectantReady enclosures and silver-ion based additives
that help reduce the transmission of infection.

”

LYNX

UP TO 30% OF MEDICINES IN
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES ARE FAKE.“

The Directive identifies measures that can
prevent the introduction of falsified medicinal
products into the legal procurement chain:
• Affixing security and traceability devices
• Improving control of the distribution chain
• Extending control over Active Pharmaceutical Ingredients (API) and the
medication supply chain, including
improved scrutiny of brokers and traders
• Enacting new requirements
concerning raw materials
• Controlling and harmonizing
medication sales online

GRYPHON GBT4100 HC

www.jarltech.com
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TOUCH: INTERACTIVE DIGITAL SIGNAGE

TOUCHSCREEN DIGITAL
SIGNAGE MADE EASY

Elo POS.
Style, performance and

Elo POS solutions are built for touch from
the ground up with sleek, slim, modern
designs that work as good as they look.
With industry-leading touch technologies,
a range of processing power, there’s
an Elo POS solution for every price point.

PROFESSIONAL-GRADE TOUCHSCREENS
MANAGED WITH CLOUD-BASED SOFTWARE
Elo Touch Solutions' portfolio of offerings
is designed to help retailers accelerate
their omnichannel initiatives. Interactive
touchscreens engage and inform shoppers while delivering a seamless approach
across online, offline, in-store and mobile
experiences for consumers. The latest
addition to Elo’s interactive digital signage portfolio is a new platform of touchscreens, the I-Series, in 10", 15" and 22",
offering a new way to connect with customers. Retailers and brands today are
leveraging technology to build connected
shopping experiences for customers. With
the new Elo displays, delivering mobile
applications and websites on in-store
screens is made easy, giving the brands
presence in more locations.

plays feature a seamless projected capacitive multi-touch screen in commercial
housing, made for the rigors of retail. The
full HD displays make sure the graphics
of carefully developed apps are optimally
preserved. The EloView cloud-based platform allows for secure management of
remote content scheduling, hardware provisioning, device monitoring, software updates and operating times.

With the new Elo Interactive Architecture
with I-Series hardware and EloView software, implementing connected customer
experiences is made easy. Examples of
opportunities for retailers include:

in your pocket.

■ Leverage content assets
■ Maximise impact of marketing
expenditures
■ Ensure consistency of brand
messages
■ Deploy ‘Silent salespersons’ in
every store
■ Tailored messaging and data capture
to optimise profiling and services
■ Use existing analytical tools in realtime and optimise expenditures

Elo E-Series

Learn more on www.elointeractive.com
or contact your sales representative –
simply call now!

The Elo touchscreens are easy to install
on-site, and can be "locked down" to prevent mischief in public environments. They
offer an integrated solution for multiplying the connection points, making mobile
applications available locally, ensuring
consistency of brand messaging and maximising the impact of marketing spent by
leveraging analytical tools. The Elo dis-
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with incentives that put more money

Elo X-Series

Get in Touch Now
Call +32 (0)16 70 45 00 or visit elotouchpos.com
Elo Point of Sale

www.jarltech.com

@EloEMEA

Email: interact@elotouch.com

© 2015 Elo Touch Solutions. Elo and thewww.jarltech.com
Elo logo are registered trademarks of Elo Touch Solutions.
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TOUCH: DESKTOP/OPEN-FRAME

IIYAMA'S NEW
FALL COLLECTION

TOUCHMONITOR OR
GIANT TABLET?
The new iiyama ProLite T2435MSC-B1 gives your customers
the feeling that they are holding an oversized tablet. What
makes the 24" touchscreen so unique is its stand: it is entirely
foldable, so that the monitor lays flat on the counter. Depending on the area of usage, application and job, you keep your
customers' working position open.

K2 in 4K

Technically up-to-date, the T2435MSC-B1 is equipped with 10point projected capacitive touch technology, an integrated USB
hub, webcam and stereo loudspeakers for the right sound – ideal
for usage as a virtual purchasing advisor in shops, for gaming
applications and for interactive presentations in the corporate
world. Full-HD resolution, LED background lighting and a scratchresistant full-glass surface ensure excellent, true-to-colour presentation from every angle.

ProLite LE4041UHS-B1

The 4K resolution of the iiyama touchscreen ProLite LE4041UHS-B1 makes the details
gigantic. With a 40'' (101.6 cm) screen size and MVA technology for fantastic presen-

ONE FOR THE GENERAL PUBLIC
Also new on the market is the ProLite TF1534MC-B1X, an open
frame 15" installable touchmonitor in 5:4 format. Its robustness
makes it the ideal monitor for public areas and applications: the
monitor is IP65-certified for protection against moisture and dirt.
Additionally the full-glass touch surface with 10-point projected
capacitive technology is completely scratch-resistant – nobody
will harm it. The delivery includes a mounting bracket and all the
necessary cables (USB, VGA, DVI) for immediate start-up.

tation, it impresses customers in every application.

The two integrated 6-Watt stereo speakers make the touchmonitor a multi-media
center for brilliant videos, as needed.

FOR MORE DETAILED INFORMATION CONTACT YOUR SALES
REPRESENTATIVE – SIMPLY CALL NOW!
Learn more from your customer service representative and on
www.iiyama.com
28
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TOUCH: POS SYSTEMS

LARGER, FASTER, WIDER –
NEW COMPLETE SYSTEMS 		
FROM COLORMETRICS
COLORMETRICS VION

THE CHOICE IS YOURS

Technical details:
• High-quality 15.6''
touch display (16:9)
• Flexible dual-point
stand
• Intel Quad Core
processor with 2 GHz,
4 GB RAM
• Aluminium-cast housing
with IP64-certified front
panel

COLORMETRICS P3100
Technical details:
• Bezel-free 17'' touch
monitor with IP64
front panel
• Integrated 24V
Powered USB port
• Intel Quad Core
processor with
2.5 GHz, 4 GB RAM
• Quiet and reliable
without a fan
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Colormetrics is expanding its portfolio of complete systems with integrated touch screens by
two models. Thus, the offerings of attractive
POS hardware are more comprehensive. The
most spectacular newbie is most definitely the
widescreen model Colormetrics Vion. It is the
first Colormetrics POS system with a 16:9
wide-screen format, guaranteeing that the Vion
makes a spectacular premiere. The widescreen
makes every POS look great.
Exceptional: the extremely user-friendly stand.
The difference to the previous models is that the
system itself is not housed within the panel, but
rather entirely in the stand. This may take away
the option of mounting the POS system to the wall
without its stand, or for attaching a swivel arm.
However, the result is that the touch monitor is
extremely slim and elegant. The flexibility of the
dual-point stand also compensates your customers more than sufficiently for the inconvenience.

www.jarltech.com

The infinitely variable hinges allow for usage in
a variety of monitor positions, so that checkout
personnel may individually set-up their working
environment.

BUT THAT'S NOT ALL:

Thanks to optional accessories you offer a spacesaving expansion towards a complete POS with
all Colormetrics systems. This is also a benefit
for you: 1D/2D barcode scanner, smartcard
reader, iButton, magnetic stripe reader and
various customer displays!
Convince yourself first and then your customers, with a free-of-charge demonstration
unit – simply request yours today from your
sales representative!

Whether standard or widescreen, panel or desktop variant, 15" or 17" touch screen –
make it Colormetrics! The all-in-one POS systems not only look elegant, but also have a
lot to offer: attractive profit margins, top performance and an IP64-certified front panel.
With the matching accessories you turn every one of the systems into a fully-fledged
checkout. Various available processors give you the leeway that you need with your
customers.

COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF ACCESSORIES:

Barcode scanner

Smartcard reader

iButton reader

www.jarltech.com

Magnetic stripe reader

Customer displays

www.colormetrics.info
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embodiment of efficiency

Streamlined: Everything you need to get it done, nothing you don’t.
How do we do streamlined? Strip away the distractions. Leave behind
all the flash, fluff, and flourish. Streamlined is everything you need to do
the job, nothing you don’t. It’s straightforward, focused, economical – the
embodiment of efficiency. And when it means making the labeling part of
your job fast, easy, and on demand: It’s the new PC42t Desktop Printer.
CHANGE YOUR PERSPECTIVE
Look closer at www.honeywellaidc.com/Perspectives-PC42t

© 2015 Honeywell International Inc.

